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In [lo], Hopf gave a definition of the number of ends, e(G), of a finitely 
generated (f.g.) group G. In [ 131, Specker extended his definition to cover arbitrary 
‘groups. They showed that the function e(G) could only kake the values 0, 1,2 or 0~ 
and they characterised those groups with two ends. In [14], Stallings characterised 
those f.g. groups G with at least two ends. We will say that a group G splits over a 
subgroup C if either G is a HNN extension A *c or G is an amalgamated free 
product A *J3 with A # C# B. Then Stallings’ result says that a f.g. group G has 
e(G)32 if and only if G splits over some finite subgroup. 
This paper arose from an attempt to generalise the above result to groups which 
split over infinite subgroups. There is a natural definition, due to Houghton [ 1 l], of 
the number of ends, e(G, C), of a pair of groups (G, C) where C is a subgroup of G. 
Houghton uses rather different terminology from ours and his results are stated for 
topological groups. For simplicity, when quoting his results, we will rewrite them in 
our terminology and so as to apply to discrete groups only. Presumably, the main 
results of this paper can be generalised to topological groups in the same way that 
Abels [l] generalised Stallings’ result [14]. 
My hope was to prove that e(G, C) 32 if and only if G splits over some finite 
extension of C. It turns out that this is false in general, but one can sometimes prove 
that e(G, C) 3 2 if and only if G has a subgroup of finite index which splits over a 
subgroup of G which is closely related to C. The first result on these lines was 
proved by Houghton [ll]. We state his result in Section 2. 
We will say that a group G with a subgroup C is C-residuaIZy fini& if given g in 
G - C, there is a subgroup G, of finite index in G such that G, contains C but not 
g. Our main result is the following. 
Theorem .I. If G and C are finitely generated groups and G is C-residually finite, 
then e(G, C) > 2 if and only if G has a subgroup G1 of finite index in G such that Cl 
contains C and G1 splits over C. 
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This theorem becomes false if we omit the residual finiteness condition. See 
Example 2.8. Observe that when C is trivial, Theorem 4.1 follows from Stallings’ 
result [14] but is clearly weaker. Groups do exist which are C-residually finite for 
every f.g. subgroup C. Such groups are said to be locally extended residually finite 
(LERF) [4],, For example, free groups have this property [9]. 
Part of our proof of Theorem 4.1 is modelled on the proof of Stallings’ result 
given by Cohen [5]. Stallings’ own proof [14] cannot be generalised appropriately. 
In some ways, our result is easier to prove than Stallings’ original theorem on 
groups with infinitely many ends. The reason for this is that whenever a problem 
appears one can avoid it by considering an apprppriate subgroup of finite index. 
This can be seen most clearly in the proof of Theorem 3.1 which is a special case of 
Theorem 4.1. 
In Section 1 of this paper , we give thle definitions and basic properties of the 
functions e(G) and e(G, C).. In Section 2, we give some examples which show that 
the function e(G, C) is more difficult to understand than e(G). For example, 
e(G, C) can take any postrive value, unlike e(G), and it seems an interesting 
problem to characterise thsse pairs of groups for which e(G, C) takes a specified 
value. In Section 3, we give a proof of the result of Theorem 4.1 in a special case. 
The proof is simple as mask of it is quoted directly from Cohen [5] and the key new 
idea can be clearly seen. In Section 4, we give a proof of our main result, Theorem 
4.1. We end by discussing the relation between our result and a certain problem in 
3-dimensional topology. 
1. Definitions and basic results 
We start by recalling the definition of the function e(G), following the treatment 
given by Cohen [5]. We say that a property holds for almost all elements of a set if it 
holds for all but a finite number of elements of the set. In particular, B is aZmost 
contained in C, written B ? C, if almost all elements of B are in C, and B almost 
equals C, written B g C, if B t C and C ? B. Clearly B g C if and only if the 
symmetric difference B A C is finite. 
We now consider a group G acting on itself on the right by multiplication. All 
modules which we consider will be right modules. Let m denote the G-module 
Hom&ZG, &). Then &G may be identified with the power set of G. (To a 
function f : ZG + Z2, we associate the set {g E G : f(g) # e}.) It contains &G as a 
submodule, where &G is identified with the set of all finite subsets of G. Let EG 
denote the quotient G-module &G/&G. 
itio~. e(G) is the dimension, as &vector space, of the group H’(G,EG), 
where we identify all infinite n:Jmbers. 
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We say that a subset B of G is almost invariant if Bg g B, for all g in G. Note 
that the complement of B in G, which we denote by B *, is also almost invariant. A 
subset of G is almost invariant if and only if its image in EG is invariant. Now 
H’(G, EG) consists precisely of the invariant elements of EG. Thus e (G) measures 
how many almost invariant sets G contains. 
The definition of e(G, C) which we are going to give is due to Houghton [ll], 
although he did not use our terminology. Let G be a group and C a subgroup. Let 
G/C denote the quotient of G by the left action of C. Then G acts on the right on 
G/C. As before, o3e can define &(G/C) and E(G/C). 
Definition. e(G, C) is the dimension, as &-vector space, of the group 
H’(G, E(G/C)). Thus e(G, C) measures the number of almost invariant sets in 
G/C under the action of G. Observe that if C is trivial, then e(G, C) = e(G). So 
thisdefinition is a true generalisation of the definition of e(G). 
The theory of ends of groups arose from the theory of ends of spaces [lo], and it 
is very useful to be able to identity the numbers we have just defined with the 
numbers of ends of appropriate topological spaces. This can be done when the 
group G being considered is finitely generated. 
We refer the reader to Epstein [7] for a definition of the number of ends of a 
locally finite simplicial complex. We observe that his definitions and results work 
equally well for a locally finite CW-complex if one simply works with cells instead 
of simplices. Let K be a locally finite CW-complex, let C”(K) denote the group of 
0-cochains of K using Z2 coefhcients and let C;(K) denote the subgroup of finite 
Q-cochains. We can identify C;(K) with the set of subsets of the O-skeleton, K(O), of 
K, by identifying a 0-cochain with its support. Then C;(K) becomes identified with 
the set of finite subsets of K(O). Let P(K) denote the subgroup of C’(K) consisting 
of 0-cochains with finite coboundary, and let H:(K) denote the quotient of P by 
C;(K). Exactly as in [7], one can show that the number of ends of K equals the 
dimension, as &vector space, of Hz(K). As Hz(K) is defined using only the 
l-skeleton, K(l), of K we see that K has the same number of ends as K(? 
Suppose that G has a finite generating set xl,. . .,x, and let r be the 
corresponding graph for G. This means that r has as vertices the elements of G, 
and for every g in G and each i there is one edge joining the points g and gXi* 
Clearly G acts on the left on r. One has the following result. 
Lemma 1.1. (i) The number of ends of r equals e(G). 
(ii) If T/C denotes the quotient of r by the left action of C, then the number of ends 
of r/C equals e(G, C). 
Proof. Part (i) is proved in [5] or [14]. The key point is that a set E in G is almost 
invariant if and only if SE, the coboundary of E in r, is finite. This is where the 
finite generation of G is used. Part (ii) is proved in the same way using the fact that 
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a subset E of G/C is almost invariant if and only if SE, the coboundary of E in 
r/C, is finite. 
Remark. It follows that the numbers of ends of r and r/C do not depend on which 
finite generating set for G we choose. 
We can extend this result to the following. 
Lemma 1.2. Let X be a finite CW-complex with a connected regular covering space 
2 whose covering group ia G. 
(i) The number of ends of 2 equals e(G). 
(ii) If C is a subgroup of G and g/C denotes the quotient of .% by the action of C, 
then the number of ends (. f XfC equals e (G, C). 
Proof. We will prove the first statement only. See also [7]. The second one can be 
proved in exactly the same way. 
Suppose first that X has a single O-cell *. There is a natural epimorphism 
wl(X, *)+ G with kernel v@). The natural generators of 7r1(X, *), one for each 
l-cell of X, determine a fin$e set of generators x1,. . . , n, of G, and the l-skeleton of 
X can easily be seen to be equal to the graph r of G determined by x1, . . . , xn. Now 
the number of ends of 2 equals the number of ends of its l-skeleton as X is locally 
finite [7]. Hence the number of ends of 2 equals e(G), by Lemma 1.1. 
We come now to the general case where X may have more than one O-cell. Let T 
be a maximal tree in the l-skeleton of X and let Y denote the CW-complex 
obtained from X by identifying T to a point. The natural map X --) Y induces an 
isomorphism of fundamental groups. Let Y denote the covering space of Y 
corresponding to X. As Y has a single O-cell, the preceding paragraph tells us that 
the number of ends of Y equals e(G). We will complete the proof of Lemma 1.2 by 
showing that X and Y have the same number of ends. 
Let r and r, denote the l-skeletons of g and Y respectively. The natural map 
X + Y induces a natural map n : r -+ rl. For each vertex v of r,, n-‘(v) is a copy 
of T and for each edge I of r,, v-‘(l) is a single edge in K Let E be a -t of vertices 
in r with finite coboundary. Then I claim E g 7r?rE. For consider a vertex v of. 
‘~-%rE - E. we know that nv = ~TW for some vertex w of E, and as +?rv is a tree 
some edge of SE must lie in K%V. It follows that w-*vE - E is finite and so 
E f rr%E. It also follows that VE has finite coboundary in rI. Hence v induces a 
map Hz(r)-+ Hz(I’,) and this map is clearly an isomorphism. (The inverse of this 
mapisamap7’r* : Hz(lJ)-, Hi(r), and v * is the usual map induced by any map of 
complexes which is finite-to-one on cells.) 
We/will give without proof some of the simplest properties of e(G) and e(G, C). 
The results about e(G) are proved in [S] and [14] and the results in the relative case 
can be proved similarly. 
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Lemma 1.3. (i) e(G) = 0 if and only if G is finite. 
(ii) e(G, C) = 0 if and only if C has finite index in 
Lemma 1.4. (i) If G1 is a subgroup of finite index in G, then e(G,)= e(G). 
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(ii) If G, is a subgroup of finite index in G which contains C, then e(G, C) = 
Lemma 1.5. (i) Tf G has a finite 
e(G)* 
normal subgroup with quotient G,, then e(GJ = 
(ii) If G has a normal subgroup K with quotient G1 such that 1 K : K r? C 1 is fini,~e, 
then e(G, C) = e(G,, K), where T : G + G, is the natural projection. 
In the relative case, we also have to consider what happens to e(G, C) when we 
*alter C. We need the following preliminary result. 
Lemma 1.6. e(G, C) 2 n if and only if one can find n disjoint infinite almost 
invariant subsets of G/C. 
Proof. If El,. . . , E,, are n disjoint infinite almost invariant subsets of G/C’, it is 
clear that the n elements of H’(G,E(G/C)), which the Ei’s represent must 
generate a subgroup of rank n. Hence e(G, C) must be at least equal to n. 
TO prove the converse, we use induction on n, the result being trivial for n = 1. 
Suppose that e(G, C) 3 n. Then, of course, e(G, C) 2 n - 1 and, by our induction 
hypothesis, we have n - 1 disjoint infinite almost invariant subsets E,, . . . , E,_r of 
G/C. Also we have an infinite, almost invariant subset E, of G/C such that the n 
elements of H’(G,E(G/C)), which the Ei’s represent, generate a subgroup of 
rank n. 
If E, t El U l 9 l u En-,, then for some i with 1 s i s n - 1, we must have Ei n En 
infinite and Ei - (Et 17 E,) infinite. For otherwise each of E, fl Ei would be almost 
equal to Ei or the empty set and so E, would be almost equal to the union of some 
of the ~i’s, contradicting our hypothesis. For convenience we suppose that i = 1. 
Then the sets E2,. . . , E,-1, E, n E,,, E1 - (El n E,) are disjoint, infinite and almost 
invariant, as required. If E, is not xlmost contained in El U 9 l l U L-1, then for our 
n sets we can take E,, . . . , E,, I7 E, - (El U l *. U En+). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 1.6. 
We can now prove the following result. 
Lemma 11.7. If C is a subgroup of G and C1 is a subgroup of finite index n in C, then 
e (6, C) and e (G, C,) are both finite or both infinite. When both are finite, the 
folio w ing inequality holds, 
e(G,C)se(G,G)sn*e(G,C). 
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Remarks. It is not true that e (G, C,) must equal e (G, C). The first example of this 
was given by Houghton [ll]. Let G be the infinite dihedral group, let C be a 
subgroup of order two and let C, be trivial. Then e(G, C) = 1, but e(G, C,) =: e(G) 
is well known to be 2. As the function e(G, C) can take any positive value (see 
Example 2.3), the second inequality gives nontrivial information. Finally we: point 
out that these inequalities are best possible. We leave the reader to construct 
examples using the ideas of Example 2.3. 
Proof of Lemma 1.7. Let w be the natural projection G/C+ G/C. Tlhlen 7~ 
induces a map 71, from t!ge almost invariant sets of G/C1 to those of G/C. As C1 
has index n in C, the in\ erse image under r of an element of G/C consists of 
exactly n elements of G/t’,. Hence the inverse image under r of a finite subset of 
G/C is also finite. Let E he an almost invariant subset of G/C, so that Eg A E is 
finite for all g in G. Then ?r-‘(E)g A V-‘(E) = f-‘(Eg A E) is also finite for all g in 
G, and so m-‘(E) is ,an almost invariant subset of G/C,. Hence n, is an 
epimorphism. It follows that if e(G, C,) is finite, then so is e(G, C) and in this case 
one has the inequality e(G, C) c e(G, C,). 
In order to prove the second inequality, we use Lemma 1.6. We suppose that 
e(G, C) is finite and equal to t and will prove that e(G, C,) is finite and at most nr, 
to complete the proof of Lemma 1.7. By Lemma 1.6, we can find r disjoint, infinite 
almost invariant subsets F1,. . . , F, of G/C. Observe that if X is an infinite almost 
invariant subset of G/C which is contained in F, then X must be almost equal to 
F,. For otherwise, we would have r + 1 disjoint, infinite almost invariant sets in 
G/C, namely X, Fr - X, F,, . . . , F,. Now suppose that G/C1 has nr + 1 disjoint, 
infinite almost invariant subsets El,. . . , E,,,, and consider the collection of sets 
Ei n m-‘(e) for all i and j. This collection contains at least nr + 1 disjoint infinite 
almost invariant subsets of G/C. Each of these has image under 7r which is 
contained in, and hence almost equal to, some Fk Therefore there is some Fi and 
n + 1 disjoint infinite almost invariant subsets X1,. . . , Xn+I of G/C, such that 
p(x,)‘Fj for each i = 1,2,..., n + 1. Therefore some point in Fj must lie in the 
intersection of the r(Xi)‘s and so must have at least n + 1 points in its pre-image 
under W. This contradiction shows that e(G, C,) must be finite and at most nr as 
required. 
The last basic result about ends is concerned with groups which we know split 
over some subgroup. 
Lemma f.8. (i) Xf G splits over a finite subgroup, then e(G) 2 2. 
(ii) If G splits over a subgroup C, then e(G, C) 2 2. 
. Statement (i) is proved in [5] or [Ml. It also folIows from statement (ii) by 
using the fact that e(G) = e(G,{e}) and applying Lemma 1.7. In order to prove 
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statement (ii), we must produce an almost invariant set E of G/C which is 
non-trivial, i.e. we want E and its complement E* in G/C to be infinite. 
Suppose first that G = A *cB. Let T and T’ be left transversals for C in A and B 
respectively such that both contain e. Then every element of G can be uniquely 
;xkressed in the form ~1 b, . . . , U&C, where c2 2 1, c lies in C, each ai lies in T - (e} 
except that UI may be trivial, and each bi lies in T’ - {e}, except that b, may be 
trivial. We define El to be the subset of G consisting of all those elements of G for 
which ~1 is non-trivial, and define E to be the image of E, in G/C. Clearly E and 
E * are infinite. If b lies in B, then E,b = E,. If a lies in A, then E la c E 1 u C. It 
follows that if g lies in A or B, then Eg f E. But the set of all elements of G 
leaving E almost invariant forms a subgroup of G. As A and B together generate 
G, we see that E is almost invariant which completes our proof in this case. 
The second case occurs when G is an HNN extension A *c. This means that A is 
a group with C as a subgroup and G is generated by A and an element x such that 
X-*CX is a subgroup C1 of A. Let T and T, be left transversals for C and C1 
respectively in A such that both contain e. Cohen proves [5] that every element of 
G is uniquely expressible in the form glxElg2x ‘2 9 l - g,x ergn+I where n 2 0, each E! is 
1 or - 1, gi is non-trivial if &i-l + Ei = 0, &+I lies in A, and for i s n, gi lies in T if 
Ei = 1, while gi lies in T’ if Ei = - 1. We define E, to be the subset of G consisting 
of all those elements for which g1 is trivial and E~ = 1, and define E to be the image 
of El in G/C. Clearly E and E* are infinite. If Q lies in A then &a = El. Also 
Elx c El and Elx-’ C El U C. As before, it follows that E is almost invariant, 
which completes the proof of Lemma 1.8. 
2. Examples 
One basic property of the function e(G) which we have not discussed so far is the 
fact that e(G) can only take the values 0,1,2 or 00. The proofs of this fact in [5] or 
[14] use the left action of G on itself and on its graph r. In the more general 
situation of a group G with a subgroup C, there need be no action of G on G/C or 
r/C. In fact, the only natural left aciion on G/C or r/C is the action of N(C), the 
normaliser of C in G. Thus it is not very surprising that the function e(G, C) can 
take any positive value. Before giving some examples to demonstrate this, we 
discuss some special cases. 
If C is a normal subgroup of G, then it is clear from the definition of e(G, C) that 
e(G, C)= e(G/C) and so, in this special case, it is true that e(rG, C) can only take 
the values 0, 1,2, or m. A special case which includes the above’ is when C has 
infinite index in its normaliser N(C). Houghton proved [ll] that in this case, whem 
G is finitely generated, e(G, C) can only take the values 1,2 or a~. e uses the fact 
that the infinite group N(C)/C acts on the graph r/C, where r is a graph for (G 
with respect to some finite generating set. 
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a The first method for constructing roups G, C with e(G, C) finite and greater 
than 2 is due to Houghton (unpublished). We give an example of his for which 
e(G, C) = 3. It is easy to modify the example to obtain any desired integer. 
Example 2.1, Let T denote the union of the x-axis and the positive y-axis in the 
plane. Let X denote the points of T with integer coordinates. Let a denote the 
permutation of X which sends (n, 0) to (n + 1, 0), for all values of it and fixes the 
remaining points of X. Let 7 denote the permutation of X which sends (0, n) to 
(0 ,n-1)ifn~1,sends(m,O)to(m+1,O)ifm a 0, and fixes the remaining points 
of X. Let G be the permutation group of X generated by a and 7 and let C denote 
the stabiliser of (0,09. As G acts transitively on X, we can identify X with G/C. 
Now the points on I semi-axis form an almost invariant set and it is clear that 
e(G, C) = 3. 
The disadvantagf; o  this type of example is that one does not know much about 
the groups involved. In particular, it is not even clear that C is finitely generated. 
We show how to find a class of examples for which both G and C are f.g. These 
examples have the further property that G splits over C whenever e(G, C) s 2. As 
it seems to be rather difficult to calculate  (G, C) in general, it should not be 
surprising that our examples and proofs are geometric. 
We wil! say that a circle C embedded in a surface F is incompressible if the 
natural map ?rl(C)-, n,(F) is injective. This is equivalent o saying that no 
component of the closure of F - C is a 2-disc. We will say that a compact surface X 
in a surface F is incompressible if ach boundary cbmponent of X is incompressible 
in F. Note that if X is incompressible in F, then the natural map Ids-, n,(F) is 
also injective. This is because van Kampen’s Theorem [2] tells us that n,(F) is the 
fundamental group of a graph of groups [6], where the vertex groups are the 
fundamental groups of X and of the components ofF - X, and the edge groups are 
the fundamental groups of the boundary circles of X. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be the fundamental group of a closed surface F und let C be the 
fundamental group of a compact, incompressible subsurface X of F. Then e( 
equals the number of boundary components of X. 
Remark. As the natural map n,(X)-+ n,(F) is injective, we have identified C with 
a subgroup of G. . 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let Fc denote the covering space of F corresponding tothe 
subgroup C of G. Lemma 1.2 tells us that e(G, c) equals the number of ends of Fc. 
Now the inclusion of X in F lifts to Fc to give us a compact, incompressible 
- subsurface Y of Fc such that the natural map n,(Y)-, wl(Fc) is an isomorphism. 
Let Y1, . . . . Y,, denott? the components ofthe closure of Fc - Y and let C,, . . . , Cm 
denote the boundary circles of Y. Then ?rr(Fc) is the fundamental group of a graph 
groups are nr(Q, * e . b 
deduce that each Yi meets 
equal the number of bun 
ExampIe 2.3. Let G be th 
of genus 2, and let C be the 
of F shown in Fig. 1. Then e( 
X,, Xt denote the compon 
G = w,(X, u X) *c a,(X LJ X,), 
Clearly, by choosing a surface and subsurfac 
finite value for e (G% C). For example, if F and 
shown in Fig. 2, then e(G, C) = 3. 
priately me can obtain any 
and X is the surface 
We can pro& e the following 
Let G be the fundamental $10 
fundamental group of a compact9 incompessi 
omv C if and only if X kas at least two boudafy components;. 
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Proof. If G splits over C, then Lemma 1.8 tells us that e(G, C) 3 2. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.2, X must have at least two boundary components. 
Now suppose that e(G, C) 3 2. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, X has at least two boundary 
components. If some boundary circle S of X separates F, we let Y denote that 
component of F - S which does not contain X. Then 
G = ?r,(Y uX)*cn,(F- Y). 
As X has at least two boundary components we know that X is not equal to F - Y 
and so C is not equal to r,(F - Y). Thus G splits over C in this case. If some 
boundary circle S of X fails to separate F, I claim that G is of the form A *c. Let M 
denote the surface obtained from F by cutting along S. Let S1 and S denote the two 
boundary components of A& Let N denote the union of M and an extra copy of X 
where the circle S, in 8M .#s identified with the circle S in 8X. Then 6: can be 
obtained from N by idertifying the two copies of X which N contains. Hence 
G = mE(N)*C aqd G splits over C. 
We come now to coi,Sider the question which motivated this paper i.e. if 
‘e(G, C) a 2, must G split over some finite extension of C? The first result in this 
direction was the following due to Houghton [ll, Theorem 3.71. 
Theorem. Let G be a f.g. grorrp and let C be a subgroup of G which is of infinite index 
in its normaliser. Then e(G, C) := 2 if and only if there are subgroups GI and Cl of G 
such that C C C, <I G,, both 1 G : G1 1 and 1 Cl : C 1 are finite, and the group Gr/CI is 
infinite cyclic or infinite dihedral. 
Remark. G1 splits over Ct as G1 is of the form C1 *c, or A *c, B, with IA : Cl I = 
lB:C*(=2. 
I do not know whether or not, in this special case, one can prove that G itself 
splits over some finite extension of C. I suspect not. The first counter example I 
came across was the following. 
Example 2.5. This is an example of a group G which splits over no subgroup 
whatever, but which has a subgroup G, of finite index which splits over a subgroup 
C Consider a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M. Waldhausen defined 
the term sufficiently large in [IS] and he showed that M is sufficiently large if and 
only if ?rl(M) splits over some subgroup. We let G be the fundamental group of a 
3-manifold M which is not sufficiently large, but has a finite covering space lM1 
which is sufficientIy large. Certain Seifert fibre spaces have this property. See Evans 
and Scco [8] for a full discussion of such examples. Let G1 denote the fundamental 
group of M1 and suppose G, splits over C. Then e(G, C) equals e(G,, C) which 
must be at least 2. 
Houghton’s result and this example suggested to me that one should be content 
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to prove that when e(G, C)a2, then G must have a subgroup G, of finite index in 
G which splits over some group closely related to C. It then seemed reasonable to 
expect that some residual finiteness condition on G would be necessary, in order to 
guarantee the existence of appropriate subgroups of finite index in G. Our final 
example shows that this is indeed the case, although it is interesting to note that 
Houghton’s special result has no such hypothesis. We need some preliminary 
lemmas. 
Lemma 2.6. I’ G = A * C, where A and C are non -trivial groups, then either 
e(G, C) = 00, or both A and C have order two and e(G, C) = 1. 
Proof. We want to exhibit almost invariant sets in G/C. Every element of G can be 
uniquely expressed in the form aIcla2c2 l l l a,c, where n 3 1, each ai lies ;n A and 
is non-trivial except possibly for al, and each ci lies in C and is non-trivial except 
possibly for c,. Let w be an element of G for which al is non-trivial, and let E, 
denote all elements of G whose canonical form begins with w. Then the image of 
Ew in G/C is infinite and almost invariant. If either A or C has two non-trivial 
elements there are at least 2” different elements of G of length 2n with al 
non-trivial. Hence, for each n, G/C has at least 2” disjoint infinite almost invariant 
subsets of the form E,. Hence, by Lemma 1.6, e(G, C) must be infinite. In the case 
that both A and C have order 2, it is easy to verify that e(G, C) equals 1. 
Lemma 2.7. If G = A * C, then G splits over C if and only if A is a non-trivial free 
product or is infinite cyclic. 
Proof. If A equals A : * A 2, then G equals (A, * C) *c (C * AZ). If A is infinite 
cyclic, then G is an HNN extension of the form (C * C) *= where the two inclusions 
of C in C * C are as the two factors. This proves that if A is a non-trivial free 
product or is infinite cyclic, then G splits over C. 
Now suppose that A is not a free product and not infinite cyclic, and suppose that 
G equals X *c Y or X *i(c. We know that no conjugate of A can meet C, because 
G = A * C. Hence the subgroup theorem for subgroups of X *c Y or X Q, [6,12, 
161, tells us that A is the free product of a free group with conjugates of various 
subgroups of X and Y. Our hypothesis on A tells us that A must be a subgroup of a 
conjugate of X or Y. We can suppose, without loss of generality, that X is the 
group involved. We use (A) to denote the normal closure of A in a group 
containing A. We know that G/(A) is isomorphic to C and so X/(A) *c Y = C or 
XI(A ) *c = C. The second equation is impossible, and the first equation can only 
hold when X/(A ) = C = Y. But the equation Y = C contradicts our hypothesis 
that G splits over C. This completes the proof of 
We come at last to our example. 
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Example 2.8. Let A and C be f.g. infinite simple group3 and let G = A * C. Thus 
e (G, C) = 00, by Lemma 2.6. Of course, A is indecomposable and not infinite cyclic 
and so Lemma 2.7 tells us that G cannot split over C. 
Now A and C have no proper subgroups of finite index by our hypothesis. Hence 
G has no proper subgroups of finite index. Also C has no proper finite extensions 
contained in G, for any subgroup of G which contains C must have C as a free 
factor. 
This shows, that if one omits to impose some kind of residual finiteness on G, one 
cannot expect to prove that (I$ has a subgroup G, of finite index which splits over 
some subgroup C, of G closely related to C. For the only candidates for G, and C1 
in our example are G and <’ respectively and G does not split over C. 
The above example is base d on the fact that A and C have no proper subgroups 
of finite index. One need only relax this very severe condition slightly to find that G 
automatically has a subgroup of finite index which splits over C. 
Lemma 2.9. If G = A * C, where A is not of order 2 and has some proper subSgroup 
A l of finite index, then G has a subgroup Gt of finite index such that G1 splits over C. 
Remark. If G = Z2 * C, then the above result fails. For, when C has no proper 
subgroups of finite index, the only subgroups of finite index in G which contain C 
are G itself and C * C’ where t denotes the non-trivial element of Z2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. Let e, tz, . . . , t,, be a transversal for A1 in A. Then the 
subgroup G, =AIaC*Cr2*--* C’n is of finite index in G. The group 
A,)~(C’~)IC-)IC 0 is a non-trivial free product unless Al is trivial and n = 2. This 
special case is excluded by our hypothesis on A. Hence G1 splits over C by Lemma 
2.7. 
3. Some special cases 
In this section, we want to show that the result of Theorem 4.1 holds in certain 
special cases. We start by pointing out that the result was already know;. for free 
groups, though not stated in our terminology. In [3], Burns proves the following 
result. 
heorem. Let F be a free group and C a f.g. subgroup, then F has a subgroup 6 of 
finite index which contains C as a free factor i.e. Ft = C * F2 for some subgroup F’z* 
It follows from this that for any f.g. subgroup C in F of infinite index, e(F, C) is 
always infinite. For e(F, C) equals e (F,, C) which must be infinite, by Lemmas 1.4 
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and 2.6. It also follows from Lemma 2.7 that F1 splits over C. Thus the conclusion of 
Theorem 4.1 holds when G is a free group. 
Before proceeding to the other special case we recall the definition of C-residual 
finiteness. A group G is C-residually finite if given g E G - C, there is a subgroup 
GI of finite index in G which contains C but not g. If G, and GZ are subgroups of 
finite index in G which contain C and if gi tif Gi, i = 1,2, then G1 n G2 is a subgroup 
of finite index in G which contains C and does not contain gl nor g2. By repeating 
this construction, we see that if G is C-residually finite and X is a finite subset of 
G - C, then there is a subgroup G, of finite index in G which contains C but 
contains no element of X. Finally if Y is the union of finitely many cosets of C none 
of which equals C, one find a subgroup Gl of finite index in G which contains C but 
contains no element of Y. One proves this by letting X ccnsist of one element from 
each of the cosets of C which belongs to Y. 
The second special case we wish to consider is that of pairs (L, C) where L is a 
split extension of some subgroup G by C. We give a simple proof of the result of 
Theorem 4.1 in this case. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finitely generated, residually finite group and let L be a split 
extension of G by a finitely generated group C. Then e(L, C) a 2 if and only if there 
are subgroups LI and C, of L such that C C Cl C L1, both 1 L : LI 1 and 1 Cl : C 1 are 
finite and L, splits over Cl. 
Remarks. The hypothesis that G is f.g. residually finite implies that L is C- 
resilually finite. The above result and $4, preceding remarks show that we can 
obtain a subgroup L2 of finite index in L, such that Lz splits over C itself. This is the 
conclusion of Theorem 4.1. We obtain Lz by choosing it to contain C but contain no 
elements of CI - C, a union of finitely many cosets of C. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If L has the stated subgroups then e(L, C) = e(L1, C)a 
e(LI, CJ 22, by Lemmas 1,4, 1.7 and 1.8. So we suppose that e(L, C) 2 2 and will 
prove that L has the required subgroups. 
An element of L can be uniquely expressed in the form cg, where c E C and 
g E G. This gives a natural bijection between the sets G and L/C. As usual L acts 
on the right on L/C and this induces a right action of L on G. For this action, 
elements of G act by right multiplication and elements of C act by conjugation in 
L. Our hypothesis that e(L, C) 2 2 implies that L/C has an almost invariant subset 
which is non-trivial i.e. infinite with infinite complement. Hence G has a non-trivial 
almost invariant subset E which is also almost C-invariant, where C acts on G by 
conjugation in L. In particular, e(G) must be at least two. 
We now consider the proofs [5, 141 of Stallings’ result that a f.g. group G with 
e(G) 3 2 splits over a finite subgroup. Let E be a subset of G and let E * denote its 
complement. We will say that an element g in G is good with respect to E if at ‘least 
one of the following four conditions holds, 
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gE i E, gE i E’, gE* i E, gE* i E”. 
The proofs of Stallings’ result falI into two parts. The first step is to find an almost 
invariant subset E of G such that every element of G is good with respect to E. 
The second step is to deduce from this that G splits over some finite subgroup. 
I would like to use the almost C-invariant set E described above to obtain a 
C-invariant splitting of G over some finite subgroup F i.e. either G = A *, where 
A and F are C-invariant subgroups of G or G = A *icFB where A, F and B are 
C-invariant subgroups of G. Theorem 3.1 would then follow with L1 = L and 
CI = FC. The problem is that not every element of G need be good with respect o 
E. Instead of using clever combinational arguments to replace E by some more 
convenient set, we simply observe that G must have a subgroup G, of finite index 
such that every element of G 1 is good with respect o E. This is because Lemma 2.8 
of [S] says that G &an have ( n ly finitely many bad elements. Thus G, exists because 
G is residually finite. Also.. as G is f.g., we can arrange that G, is a C-invariant 
subgroup of G, by replacing GI by the intersection of all the subgroups GE, for 
c in 6: 
Let E, denote G, n E. ‘Zhen E, is a non-trivial almost invariant subset of G, 
which is also almost C-invariant. Further every element of G1 is good with respect 
to El. It follows from the methods in Cohen [5], that Gt splits over some finite 
subgroup P and that this spl’itting is C-invariant. This proves Theorem 3.1 with 
I,, = GIG and C, = FC. 
Note that we cannot apply Stallings’ own proof to obtain a C-invariant splitting 
of G. This is because his proof depends on the almost invariant set E being narrow. 
He uses narrowness to prove the boundedness condition which is his Axiom 7 of a 
bipolar structure [ 141. 
4. The main result 
This section is devoted to the prooff of the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. If G and C are finitely generated groups and G is C-residually finite, 
then e (G, C) 2 2! if and only if G has a subgroup G1 of finite index such that GI 
contains C and splits over C. 
If G has such a subgroup Gt, then e(G, C) 2 2 by Lemmas 1.4 and 1.8. The force 
of the result is the converse. 
One might hope that other residual finiteness conditions would yield results. If 
one assumes that G is residually finite then the natural result would be that if 
e(G, C’)a2 then G has a subgroup G1 of finite index such that G1 splits over 
C n G1. Unfortunately, the proc4 of Lemma 4.2 does not seem to work in this 
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situation, though all the later results work. Also it is not true that if G has such a 
subgroup G1, then e(G, C) must be at least 2. For example, let G be the infinite 
dihedral group, let GI be an infinite cyclic subgroup and let C be of order two. 
Then G1 splits over C n G1 which is trivial, but e(G, C) equals 1. This is one reason 
why I regard Theorem 4.1 as the most natural result to prove. 
The first step in the proofs [S, 141 of Stallings’ result on groups G with e(G) 2 2 is 
to find a non-trivial almost invariant subset E of G such that every element of G is 
good with respect to E i.e. at least one of the following four conditions holds, 
gE;E,gEtE*,gE*eE,gE*tE*. 
The second step is to use E to show that G splits over some finite subgroup. The 
canonical example of this situation is the following. Let G = A *=B and let E, be 
the subset of G defined in the proof of Lemma 1.8. Essentially E, consists of those 
elements of G - C whose canonical form starts in A. If C is finite, then E, is almost 
invariant. The elements of G - C fall into four classes, according as their canonical 
form begins or ends in A or B, and for elements of eat? class it is clear that one of 
the four conditions above hold. For example if g begins in A and ends in B then 
gE1 C E,. (Note that the inclusion is strict and not almost.) Observe that this 
example still works even when C is infinite. E1 is no longer almost invariant, but the 
other statements above remain true. In Stallings’ terminology, G still has a bipolar 
structure. One can give a similar example for the case when G = A )icc. 
In our proof of Theorem 4.1, the first step is to find a subset of G to play the role 
of E1 in the above example. In fact, one needs to go to a subgroup of finite index in 
G in order to find such a subset. We then show that this subgroup of G in order to 
find such a subset. We then show that this subgroup of G splits over C by following 
closely the plan of the proof in Cohen [5]. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that G and C are f.g. groups, G is C-residually finite and 
e(G, C) 2 2. Then G has a subgroup G2 of finite index which contains C and GK 
has a subset E2 such that EZ is a non-trivial almost invariant subset of GJC under the 
right action of G, and also EZc = Ez for all c E C. 
Proof. Let E be a non-trivial almost invariant subset of G/C. Let cl,. . . , c, 
generate C. Let X denote the finite set U(ECi A E). The trivial coset [e] of C in G 
does not lie in X, for [e] lies in E if and only if [e] lies in Eci l Hence our hypothesis 
that G is C-residually finite implies that G has a subgroup G, of finite index which 
contains C and does not meet any of the cosets of C which lie in X. Let EZ denote 
E n Ga, a non-trivial almost invariant subset of GJC under the right action of GZ. 
Then for each value of i, we have 
by our choice of Gz. ence for each i, Ezci = E2. Hence ES = Ez for all c E C, as 
required. 
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Now we need a little geometry. Choose a finite generating set for G and let f be 
the corresponding graph for G. Let w denote projection I’-+ r/C. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G and C be f.g. groups and ret E be a non-trivial afmost invariant 
subset of G/C. Then there is a finite connected subgraph X of r/C such that X 
contains SE and 6’(X) is connected. 
Proof. As E is almost invariant, SE must be finite. Hence 6E must lie in some 
finite connected subgraph X of r/C’. But there is no reason why 6’(X) should also 
be connected. We ensure this as follows. For each generator Ci of C, choose a path 4 
from e to ci in r. Then 85 U (UL w(&)) isa finite subgraph of r/C and so lies 
inside some finite connec’ed subgraph X of r/C’. I claim that n-‘(X) must be 
connected. Let x0,. . . , x,, denote the vertices of X numbered so that w(c) = no. 
Now given any path y in 1 ‘/C starting at x0, we can find a path in r starting at e 
whose projection equals ;J. Hence we can find a finite connected subgraph Y of r 
such that ?t( Y) = X. Thea v-‘(X) = &&+‘. As Y is connected, so is cY. Hence 
any element of cY can be joined to c by a path in 6’(X). For each i, VL ;: can join e 
to ci by a path in a-‘(X); and hence we can join c to cci for each i and each c in C. 
Hence we can join e to any element c of C by a path in K’(X). It follows that 
a-‘(X) is connected as required. 
The next result is what one naturally obtains when attempting to follow the proof 
in Cohen [S] of his Lemma 2.8. 
Lemma 4.4. Let G and C be f.g. groups, where G is C-residually finite, and suppose 
that G/C has a non-trivial almost invariant set E such that EC = E for all c in C. Let 
. F = 6’(E). Then G has a subgroup G3 of finite index which contains Csuch that 
ifgEFn(G3-C) thengFCFotgF*CF 
and if g E F* n (G3 - C) then gF C F * or gF* C F*. Further for any g E Ga - C 
only one of the above four inclusions holds. 
Proof. Lemma 4.3 gives a finite connected subgraph X of r/C which contains 6E 
and such that n-‘(X) is connected. We denote w”‘(X) by Y. Observe that Y 
contains SF. The plan is to choose G3 so that for each element g of F n (Gs- 6) 
the vertex set of g(Y) !ies in F and does not meet Y. For then, by Lemma 2.7 of 
Cohen [5] either g(F) C F or g(F*) C F. If we can also arrange that for each g in 
F* n (Gg - C) the vertex set of g(Y) lies in F* and does not meet Y, we will have 
proved the required result. 
Let x1, . . . , xn denote the vertices of X, and let y,, . . . , yn denote vertices of Y 
such that n(yi) =: xi. We know that Eyi g E, for each i. Hence for almost all 
elements [g] of E, we have [g]yi E E for all i. As before, we can find a subgroup GI 
of finite index in C; such that ~“r, cont$ns C and such that for all elements [g] of E, 
some c in C and some i, 
lies in F* n (G3- C) then gFC F* 
We have now completed the first part of our p 
part consists of a proof of the fallowing result. 
m 4.1. The secsnd 
Themm 4.5. Let G, C, E, Fund Gz be as in Lemma 4.4. Then Gi splits QW 6. 
Observe that Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 together complete the proof 
of Theorem 4.1. 
Our proof of Theorem 4.5 is closely modelled on the proof o 
given by Cohen [S], but there are some essential differences. It 
to replace F by F n G3 work entirely inside G 
not cleat: that C equals 
However, we do know that c equals the stabiii 
about this situation. 
Lemma 4.6. If has its mi~rimum uahe, for a 
[e] e Xg A Y and [g] fZ Xg A Y. 
Proof. We have the formula Xg A Y'= (X, A Y) (Y A Y’)= (Xg 
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[e] E Xg A Y, we will have Xg A Y’ = Xg A Y - [e], contradicting our minimality 
hypothesis. If [g] E Xg A Y, we will have X’g A Y = (X’g A Xg) A (Xg A Y) = 
[g] A (Xg A Y) = Xg A Y - [g] again contradicting our minimality hypothesis. 
Hence neither [e] nor [g] can lie in Xg A Y. 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that [x] e Xg A Y, but [e], [g] e Xg A Y, where g lies in G3. 
ThenXxAYcXgAY. 
Remark. x must lie in G3. 
Proof. We must show Xg A k c Xx c Xg U Y. Suppose that XxE Xg U Y and let 
[z] E Xx - (Xg U Y). Thus [t Ix-’ E X, [z]g-’ e X and [t] & Y. As each of X and 
‘Y contains E n G3 and is ccl tained in (E U [e]) n GJ, we see that [z]x-l E E lJ 
[e], [z]g-’ e E and [z] E E. Hence zx -I E F U C, zg-’ & F and z e F. It follows 
that there exist sets P, Q, R each equal to F or F* such that zx-‘P c F, 
zg-‘Q c F* and zR G F*. Hence 
and 
xlp = xz-‘(zR)c XT-‘F’ G P” 
xg-‘Q = Xz-‘(zg-‘Q) c xz -‘F* s P”. 
We now apply Lemma 4.4. If P = F, we deduce that x and xg-’ lie in F* and if 
P = F*, we deduce that x and xg-’ lie in F U C. (This follows because we know 
that only elements of C can stabilise F.) But we already know that x and xg-’ 
cannot lie in C, for this would imply [x] = [e] = [g], contradicting our hypothesis 
that [x] E Xg A Y but [e], [g] $Z Xg A Y. Therefore, either x and xg-’ lie in 
F*- C or x and xg-’ lie in F. The first case tells us that [x] e E U [e] and 
[Xl~(EUklk9 so that [x] E Xg U Y, a contradiction. The second case tells us 
that [x] E E and [x] E Eg, so that [x3 E Xg n Y, again a contradiction. This 
completes the proof that Xx c Xg U Y. The other inclusion is proved similarly. 
Lemma 1.8. G3 is generated! by elements of length 1. 
Proof. It suffices to show that given g in G3 such that i(g) > 1, there is x E G3 with 
I(x) < I(g) and I(gx-‘) < I(g), for the result then follows by induction. 
If I(g) > 1, then we can choose X, Y so that [e], [g] g Xg A Y but Xg A Y is not 
empty. Let [x] E Xg A Y. I claim that x has the required properties. By Lemma 
4.8, Xx A Y G Xg A Y. If [x] E Xx A Y, we have 
while if [x] 6 Xx A Y, we have 
l(x) =s I+ 1 AYlcl+l A Y I = l(g). 
In either case I(x) < I(g). 
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WealsohaveXxAXg=(XxAY)A(YAXg)CYAXg.If[x]EXxAXg,so 
[e]EXAXgx-‘, we have 
while if [x] e Xx A Xg, we haye 
l(gx-‘)sl+JXAXgx’-‘I=l+IXxAXgI<l+IXgAYf=l(g). 
In either case, Z(gx-*) < Z(g), proving Lemma 4.8. 
Lemma 4.9. Let gl, . l . , g, be elements of G3 - C of length 1. Suppose there are 
X 02.. .,X, each ,equal to E f7 Gs or (E U [e]) n G, such that Xi-lgi = Xi for 
i = l,..., n. Theng,-g,#e. 
5 
Proof. We prove by induction on yt that the set XOg, l l s g, A XL is the disjoint 
union of [gz***g,],..., [g”-lgn],[gn], where none of these is equal to [e] or 
[gl l - l g,]. It will follow that Z(gl l . l g,J = 1 + /X,,g, l l . g, A X:1 = n, and so 
g1 m l l g, cannot even lie in C. 
The case n = 1 is clear as, by hypothesis, XOgl A Xi is empty. Now consider the 
following equations 
xog1 l **g”AX:,=X,g~=~~g,AX,_,g, 
= (Xog, l l l gn-1 A Xi-,)gn A (Xl-1 A X,-,)g,. 
By our induction hypothesis we know what XOgr l . 0 gn-1 A XL-, is. Also 
XL.--, A X,,-, = [e]. This proves the induction step and hence proves Lemma 4.9. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We are now in a position to prove that G3 splits over C. We 
look at the elements of length 1 in G3, which are of the following four kinds. 
G,={gEG3:(EnG,)g=EnG,} 
P = {g E G3 : (E n G& = (E u [e]) n G3} 
Q = (g E G3: ((E U [e]) n G3)g = E fl G3}. 
Observe that G, and G2 are subgroups of G3 which contain C and that P = Q-‘. It 
is also clear that G, n G2 = C, for an element g in G, n GZ must have the property 
that [e]g = [e]. Further, for any x, y in P; x -‘Gzy c G1. Finally, we observe that 
neither Gn nor G2 can be the whole of G3, as the only subsets X of G3 such that 
Xg = X for all g in G3 are fl and G3 itself. 
We have two cases to consider. 
Case 1. P is empty. 
Then G3 is generated by G, and G2, G1 f7 Ga = C, and Lemma 4.9 tells us that a 
product of elements alternately from G, - C and G2 - C cannot be trivial. Hence 
G3 = GI *cGz. 
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Case 2. P is not empty. 
Choose x in P. Then x-‘G*x C G1 and x-‘ey E G1, for all y in P. Hence G3 is 
generated by G, and x and we have two inclusions of C in G1. Qne is the standard 
inclusion and the other one is inclusion as X-‘CX. Thus G3 is a homomorphic image 
‘of G1 Q. To show that we have an isomorphism we proceed exactly as in Cohen [5, 
p. 531. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5 and hence of Theorem 4.1. 
I twant o end this paper by pointing out a connection between our result and a 
certain problem in 3-dimensional topology. Recall the discussion of Example 2.5. 
Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold M, Then one can ask if M has 
a finite covering space whizh is sufficiently large. One hopes that this is always true, 
but no results are known. An ‘easier’ problem is to ask the same question if we 
assume that G = w@) r;ontains a subgroup C isomorphic to the fundamental 
group of a closed orient2 b.Je surface. In this case, e(G, C) must be 2 as one can 
easily show that the coveiring space of M with fundamental group C has two ends. 
Hence our Theorem 4.1 would answer this second question affirmatively if we knew 
that G were C-residually finite. Unfortunately, it is not known even if fundamental 
groups of sufficiently ILzge 3-manifolds are residually finite, but at least the 
connection between our result and the geometric question is clear. 
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